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Abstract
We prove that for2-bridge knots, the diameter,D, of the set of boundary slopes

is twice the crossing number,c. This constitutes partial verification of a conjecture
that, for all knots inS3, D � 2c. In addition, we characterize the2-bridge knots
with four or fewer boundary slopes and show that they each have a boundary slope
of genus two or less.

Introduction

Ichihara [3] told us of a conjecture for knots inS3. Let D(K ) denote the diameter
of the set of boundary slopes of a knotK and c(K ) be the crossing number.

Conjecture 1. For K a knot in S3, D(K ) � 2c(K ).

(To be precise, Ichihara proposed the conjecture only for Montesinos knots and he
and Mizushima [4] have recently given a proof of that case.)

Since 0, being the slope of a Seifert surface, is always included in the set of
boundary slopes, we have, as an immediate consequence, a conjecture due to Ishikawa
and Shimokawa [5]:

Conjecture 2. Let b be a finite boundary slope for K a knot in S3. Then jbj �
2c(K ).

For example, it is easy to verify these conjectures for torusknots. For the unknot,
D(K ) = 0 = 2c(K ). For a non-trivial torus knotK of type (p, q) we can assumep, q
relatively prime with 2� q < p. The boundary slopes are 0 andpq [8, 11] while the
crossing number isc(K ) = pq� p [9]. Thus, D(K ) = pq � pq + p(q � 2) = 2c(K ).
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Moreover, we have equality for the torus 2-bridge knots whichare of the form (p, 2)
with p odd.

We will show that this equality obtains for all 2-bridge knots:

Theorem 1. For K a 2-bridge knot, D(K ) = 2c(K ).

Corollary 1. Let b be a boundary slope for a2-bridge knot K. Then jbj �
2c(K ).

This bound is sharp for the (p, 2) torus knots and there are many examples show-
ing that it is also sharp for hyperbolic 2-bridge knots. Suchexamples are given by
2-bridge knots that are “checkerboard;” an alternating knot K is called checkerboard if
it possesses a reduced alternating diagram such that one of the checkerboard surfaces
is an essential Seifert surface forK . In this case, the boundary slopeb of the other
checkerboard surface satisfies the equality in Corollary 1.

In Section 1 we review Hatcher and Thurston’s [2] method for computing the bound-
ary slopes of a 2-bridge knotK . Using Conway notation, we can associate toK a
rational numberp=q where 0� p=q < 1; we will use K (p=q) to denote this knot.
The crossing number is given by summing the terms in a simple continued fraction
for p=q (see [1]) and the boundary slopes are given by continued fraction expressions
of p=q with partial quotients at least two in absolute value. By identifying the max-
imum and minimum boundary slopes, we can verify that their difference is twice the
crossing number.

In Section 2 we present two substitution rules for continuedfractions. These sub-
stitution rules will allow us to produce all possible boundary slope continued fractions
for a given rational number:

Theorem 2. The boundary slope continued fractions of K(p=q) are among the
continued fractions obtained by applying substitutions atnon-adjacent positions in the
simple continued fraction of p=q.

The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Section 3 along with thefollowing
corollary.

Corollary 2. If p=q = [0, a0, a1, : : : , an] is a simple continued fraction, then
K (p=q) has at most Fn+2 boundary slopes where Fn is the n-th Fibonacci number.

In Section 4 we show how to compare the boundary slopes obtained from differ-
ent substitution patterns. This allows us to identify the patterns corresponding to the
maximum and minimum boundary slopes and thereby to prove Theorem 1.

In Section 5 we characterize the 2-bridge knots that have no more than four bound-
ary slopes.
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Theorem 3. Let K = K (p=q) be a 2-bridge knot.
• If K has only two distinct boundary slopes, then K is a torus knot and p= 1 or
p = q � 1.
• If K has precisely three boundary slopes, then pj (q � 1) or (q � p) j (q � 1).
• If K has precisely four boundary slopes, then one of the following holds: p j (q +1),
(q � p) j (q + 1), (p� 1) j q, or (q � p� 1) j q.

Note that the torus knots are also the only 2-bridge knots with a genus 0 boundary
slope (see [2, Theorem 2 (a)]). Thus, the set of 2-bridge knots admitting a genus 0
boundary slope exactly coincides with those having two boundary slopes.

The situation for genus 1 and 2 boundary slopes is similar. Using [2] (see also
[10]) the genus of ak-sheeted surface carried by a continued fraction [0,b0, b1, : : : , bn]
is g = (2 + k(n � 1))=2 which is 1 only if n = 1. In other words, the 2-bridge knots
having a genus 1 boundary slope are exactly the trefoil knot along with the hyperbolic
knots for which p j (q � 1) or (q � p) j (q � 1). Thus, if a 2-bridge knot has exactly
three boundary slopes, then it has a genus 1 boundary slope. Similarly, if K (p=q) has
exactly four boundary slopes, then it has a boundary slope ofgenus 2 or less.

The converses of these statements are not quite true. For example, a knot with
a genus 1 boundary slope may have four boundary slopes (and not just three), e.g.,
K (4=11) has boundary slopes�4, 0, 2, 8, the last being of genus 1. Still, this sug-
gests the following:

QUESTION. If the knot K has a boundary slope of small genus, does it follow
that K has few boundary slopes? Conversely, do few boundary slopesimply a slope
of small genus?

That is, does the pattern we observe for 2-bridge knots persist beyond genus 2?
What if we consider more general classes of knots?

The first half of this paper is an abbreviated version of [7] and we refer the reader
to that paper for additional details.

1. Boundary slopes of 2-bridge knots

In this section we introduce terminology and review Hatcherand Thurston’s [2]
method for computing the boundary slopes of a 2-bridge knot.Let K (p=q) denote
the 2-bridge knot associated to the fractionp=q. Recall thatK (p=q) is equivalent to
K (p0=q) iff p0 � p�1 modq. Therefore, we can assume that 0� p=q < 1. As p=q = 0
corresponds to the unknot, we will often further assume that0< p=q < 1.
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A continued fraction expansion ofp=q is a fraction of the form

p

q
= c +

1

b0 +
1

b1 +
1

� � � + 1

bn

= [c, b0, b1, : : : , bn],

wherec 2 Z and eachbi , for 0� i � n, is a nonzero integer. Thebi are calledpartial
quotientsor terms. The simple continued fractionof p=q is the unique one having
all terms positive andbn > 1. A boundary slope continued fractionis one for whichjbi j � 2 (0� i � n). Among the boundary slope continued fractions there is a unique
one, the longitude continued fraction, having allbi even.

Following [2], in order to calculate the boundary slope associated with a boundary
slope continued fraction, compare the partial quotients tothe pattern [+�+�� � � ]. The
number of terms matching this pattern we calln+, and the number of terms not matching
this pattern (i.e., the total number of terms minusn+) we call n� (since these terms
match the pattern [� +� + � � � ]). In this way, we associate to each continued fraction
two non-negative integersn+ and n�. The boundary slope is then given by comparing
the differencen+�n� with that corresponding to the longitude:n+

0�n�0 ; the boundary
slope associated with the continued fraction is 2((n+� n�)� (n+

0 � n�0 )). Applying this
calculation to every continued fraction with terms at leasttwo in absolute value gives
the set of boundary slopesB(K ) = B. B is a finite set of even integers. The diameter
D(K ) = D is the difference between the biggest and smallest elementsof B.

2. Continued fraction substitution rules

In this section, we present two substitution rules that willbe used to derive equal
continued fractions. (The straightforward proofs by induction are omitted; see [7] for
details.) As we will illustrate at the end of the section, these substitutions can be used
to derive all the boundary slope continued fractions ofK (p=q) from the simple con-
tinued fraction ofp=q.

Let N0 = N [ f0g andZ� = Z n f0g. We will use the notation (b0, : : : , bm)c to mean
that the pattern “b0, : : : , bm” is repeatedc times, withc being any nonnegative integer,
e.g., [0, (�2, 2)2] = [0, �2, 2,�2, 2] and [0, (�2, 2)0, 2] = [0, 2].

SUBSTITUTION 1. Let n 2 N. Let b0 2 Z and b1 2 N. If n = 2 then letb2 2
Z n f0,�1g. If n � 3 then let bi 2 Z� for all 2 � i � n. With these assumptions,
[b0, 2b1, b2, b3, : : : , bn] = [b0 + 1, (�2, 2)b1�1, �2, b2 + 1, b3, b4, : : : , bn]. In particular,
[b0, 2b1, b2] = [b0 + 1, (�2, 2)b1�1, �2, b2 + 1].

SUBSTITUTION 2. Let n 2 N. Let b0 2 Z and b1 2 N0. If n = 2 then letb2 2
Z n f0,�1g. If n � 3 then let bi 2 Z� for all 2 � i � n. With these assumptions,
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[b0, 2b1 +1,b2, b3, : : : , bn] = [b0 +1, (�2, 2)b1,�b2�1,�b3,�b4, : : : ,�bn]. In particular,
[b0, 2b1 + 1, b2] = [b0 + 1, (�2, 2)b1, �b2 � 1].

2.1. An example of the application of the substitutions. Let us illustrate how
the above results can be used to generate a list of all boundary slope continued frac-
tions starting from the simple continued fraction. As an example, suppose we start
with [0, 2a, 2b + 1, 2c], where a, c 2 N and b 2 N0. By applying Substitution 1, we
can immediately derive another continued fraction: [1, (�2, 2)a�1, �2, 2b + 2, 2c]. We
will refer to this asapplying Substitution 1at position0 as it is thea0 term, 2a, that
has been replaced by the sequence�2, 2,: : : , �2.

Applying the same substitution at position 2, we get [1, (�2, 2)a�1, �2, 2b + 3,
(�2, 2)c�1, �2]. We could continue on this path, but it is easy to see that any further
substitutions will result in a�1 term. Therefore, we return to the original sequence
and use Substitution 2 (at position 1) to obtain [0, 2a + 1, (�2, 2)b, �2c� 1]. Finally,
applying Substitution 1 at position 2, we have [0, 2a, 2b + 2, (�2, 2)c�1, �2].

Thus, there are five boundary slope continued fractions thatcan be derived from
the simple continued fraction [0, 2a, 2b + 1, 2c]: three obtained by substitutions at po-
sitions 0, 1, and 2; one by substitutions at 0 and 2; and the original continued fraction
itself (with no substitutions). These are precisely the fractions obtained by applying
substitutions at non-adjacent positions.

Note that when a substitution is applied at positioni , the elementai is replaced by
(ai �1)�2’s and the adjacent termsai�1 and ai +1 both have their magnitude increased
by one. We will return to these observations when proving Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

In this section we will prove Theorem 2, that the boundary slope continued fractions
are among the fractions obtained by applying substitutionsat non-adjacent positions in
the original simple continued fraction. Our strategy is to first review Langford’s argu-
ment [6] that the boundary slopes are determined by the leaves of a binary tree. We
then show, by induction, that applying substitutions at non-adjacent positions accounts
for all the leaves of the tree.

3.1. The boundary slope binary tree. Before we can prove Theorem 2, we
must first state a lemma. The straightforward proof by induction may be found in
Langford [6] which is also the source for the following definition: thek-th subexpansion
of [c, a0, : : : , an] is the continued fraction [0,ak, : : : , an] where 0� k � n.

Lemma 1. Let [c, a0, : : : , an] be a boundary slope continued fraction, that is,jai j � 2 (0� i � n). Then every subexpansion r of[c, a0, : : : , an] satisfiesjr j < 1.

As Langford [6] has shown, a complete list of boundary slope continued fractions
for K (p=q), where 0< p=q < 1, can be calculated by means of a binary tree. We
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Fig. 1. The boundary slope binary tree forp=q = 2=7 (the 52 knot).

will now outline the creation of this binary tree which follows from Lemma 1.
The root vertex is labeled with the fractionp=q and the two edges coming from

the root are labeled 0 =bp=q and 1 =dp=qe. At every other vertex in the tree, we
arrive with the firstk terms in a continued fraction forp=q and a rational numberr
representing the (k� 1)st subexpansion. Thek terms are found as labels of the edges
of the tree starting from the root and continuing to the vertex in question. We label the
vertex with r . Since, by Lemma 1, anyk-th subexpansion is less than one in absolute
value, we know that the next term in the continued fraction,ak�1, is within 1 of 1=r :jak�1�1=r j < 1. However,ak�1 is an integer. Therefore,ak�1 is either the floorb1=r 
or the ceilingd1=r e of 1=r . If 1=r is not an integer, there will be two edges coming
out of the vertex, one labeled withb1=r , and the other labeled withd1=r e. Sincejr j < 1, neither of these arrows is 0. If either is�1, we terminate that edge with a
leaf labeled “∄” to indicate that this path does not lead to a boundary slope continued
fraction. (When we refer to the leaves of the binary tree below, we will be excluding
these “dead” leaves.) If 1=r is an integer, then, there is only one edge coming out of
the vertex. Label the edge with 1=r and label the leaf vertex at the end of this edge
with the continued fraction expansion forp=q given by the labels of the edges from
the root to the leaf.

For example, Fig. 1 shows the binary tree for the fraction 2=7 (which corresponds
to the 52 knot).
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Thus, by Lemma 1, the algorithm used to construct the tree will provide all the
boundary slope continued fractions ofp=q as leaf vertices.

3.2. Binary tree from substitutions. Now, let’s prove the theorem by showing
that the leaves of Langford’s binary tree (and therefore theset of boundary slopes)
correspond to applying substitutions at non-adjacent positions in the simple continued
fraction.

Theorem 2. The boundary slope continued fractions of K(p=q) are among the
continued fractions obtained by applying substitutions atnon-adjacent positions in the
simple continued fraction of p=q.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the lengthn of the simple continued fraction
[0, a0, a1, : : : , an].

CASE 1 (n = 0): Here, p=q = 1=a0. We wish to show that the boundary slope
continued fractions are among the two continued fractions given by substituting or not
at position 0. There are several cases depending on the sign and parity of a0. Here,
we’ll look at the case wherea0 = 2a is an even, positive integer. We refer the reader
to [7] for treatment of additional subcases.

The binary tree is shown in Fig. 2. There are two boundary slope continued frac-
tions, and they are the fractions [0,a0] and [1, (�2, 2)a�1,�2] given by substituting or
not at position 0.

CASE 2 (n = 1): Our goal is to show that the boundary slope continued fractions
are among the fractions given by substituting at position 0,at position 1, and by not
substituting at all. The result of substitution at position0 will depend on whethera0

is even or odd:

[0, 2a, a1]
Sub. 1���! [1, (�2, 2)(a�1), �2, a1 + 1],

[0, 2a + 1, a1]
Sub. 2���! [1, (�2, 2)a, �a1 � 1].

Similarly, substitution at position 1 depends on the parityof a1:

[0, a0, 2b]
Sub. 1���! [0, a0 + 1, (�2, 2)(b�1), �2],

[0, a0, 2b + 1]
Sub. 2���! [0, a0 + 1, (�2, 2)b].

As Fig. 3 shows, these two boundary slopes, along with the original continued
fraction [0,a0, a1] (no substitutions) are precisely those that arise in the binary tree.
Note that if, for example,a0 or a1 is 1, then the [0,a0, a1] leaf is not in fact a bound-
ary slope continued fraction. The point is that all leaves ofthe binary tree are included
in the set of continued fractions obtained by substitutionsat non-adjacent positions. So,
every boundary slope continued fraction appears in this set.
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Fig. 2. The binary tree for [0, 2a].
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Fig. 3. The binary tree for [0,a0, a1].
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CASE 3 (n = 2): This case will illustrate how the induction works. There are five
continued fractions given by substitutions at non-adjacent positions (compare with the
example of Section 2.1): three obtained by substitutions atpositions 0, 1, and 2; one
by substitutions at 0 and 2; and the original continued fraction itself (with no substitu-
tions). Let us denote these choices of substitutions by a sequence of three 0’s and 1’s
where a 1 in thei -th place denotes a substitution at thati -th position. Thus, the five
continued fractions will be denoted 100, 010, 001, 101, and 000.

We can think of the binary tree (Fig. 4) as a union of two subtrees. The one at
left corresponds to making no substitution at position 0. This subtree ends in the three
boundary slopes which have: no substitutions (000); substitution at position 1 (010);
and substitution at position 2 (001), i.e., the sequences that begin in 0. This subtree
is essentially the same as that for the continued fraction [0, a1, a2] (compare Fig. 3) as
we can obtain these three sequences by adding a 0 at the front of the three boundary
slopes sequences 00, 10, and 01 of that case. The other subtree corresponds to making
a substitution at position 0 and no substitution at position1. This subtree contains the
remaining two boundary slopes: substitution at position 0 (100); and substitution at
positions 0 and 2 (101), i.e., sequences that begin in 10. This subtree is similar to that
for [0, a2] (compare Fig. 2) as it remains only to decide whether or not to substitute in
the second position. Again, some of these five sequences may not result in a boundary
slope continued fraction, for example, if one of theai is 1. However, every leaf of
the tree will be included in the set of continued fractions obtained by substituting at
non-adjacent positions.

CASE 4 (n � 3): As in Case 3, we can decompose the binary tree (Fig. 5) into
two subtrees. One corresponds to sequences that begin with 0, the other to sequences
beginning with 10. The first will be, essentially, the tree that arises from the simple
continued fraction [0,a1, a2, : : : , an]. By induction, the leaves of this subtree correspond
to non-adjacent substitutions in this simple continued fraction. By its placement in the
[0,a0,a1,:::,an] tree, this ensures that the leaves of this part of the tree will correspond
to continued fractions obtained by substitution sequencesinto [0, a0, a1, : : : , an] that
begin with 0.

The other subtree is isomorphic to the tree that arises from the simple continued
fraction [0,a2, a3, : : : , an]. By induction, the leaves of the subtree correspond to substi-
tutions into this continued fraction. By its placement in the tree for [0,a0, a1, : : : , an],
the leaves here can be obtained by non-adjacent substitutions into that continued frac-
tion that begin with 10.

Thus, every leaf of the binary tree and, therefore, every boundary slope contin-
ued fraction can be obtained by non-adjacent substitutionsinto the simple continued
fraction.
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Fig. 4. The [0,a0, a1, a2] tree is a union of two subtrees.
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Fig. 5. The general case also results in two subtrees.

Corollary 2. If p=q = [0,a0, a1, : : : , an] is a simple continued fraction, then K(p=q)
has at most Fn+2 boundary slopes where Fn is the n-th Fibonacci number.

Proof. We have shown that the boundary slope continued fractions lie among those
given by substitution at non-adjacent positions which in turn are in bijection with se-
quences ofn + 1 0’s or 1’s containing no pair of consecutive 1’s. Thus the number of
boundary slopes is at mostPn, where Pn is the number of 0, 1 sequences of length
n + 1 with no consecutive 1’s. We will show thatPn = Fn+2 by induction.

There are two base cases. Ifn = 0, there are two sequences: 0 and 1. So,P0 =
2 = F2. For n = 1, there are three sequences: 00, 10, and 01. So,P1 = 3 = F3.

For the inductive step, sequences of lengthn + 1 are obtained by either adding a
0 to the beginning of an sequence or 10 to the beginning of an� 1 sequence. Thus
Pn = Pn�1 + Pn�2 = Fn+1 + Fn = Fn+2.

In general,Fn+2 is an overestimate since the continued fractions obtained by sub-
stitutions will not necessarily have terms at least two in absolute value. In particular,
if the simple continued fraction includes any 1’s, then the continued fraction obtained
by making no substitutions (000� � � 0) will not be a boundary slope continued frac-
tion. Moreover, different boundary slope continued fractions could result in the same
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boundary slope. For example, this will occur when, in the simple continued fraction,
we have two equal terms separated by an even distance:ai = ai +2k.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

In this section we prove Theorem 1. We will argue that the maximum and mini-
mum boundary slopes are given by the substitution patterns 010101� � � and 101010� � �
respectively. This will allow us to compare the diameter to the crossing number.

Denote by�[s0s1 � � � sn] the boundary slope obtained by applying the substitution
patterns0s1 � � � sn to some simple continued fraction [c, a0, a1, : : : , an]. That is, s0,
s1, : : : , sn is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s with no adjacent 1’s. LetÆ[s0s1 � � � sn] be the
n+ � n� portion of this boundary slope. Clearly, ifS and S0 are substitution patterns,
then �[S] < �[S0] , Æ[S] < Æ[S0] and �[S] = �[S0] , Æ[S] = Æ[S0].

A key observation is that, substitution at an “even” position will decrease the value
of the boundary slope. This is because, no matter which substitution is made at po-
sition 2i , the positive numbera2i (which counted towardsn+) will be replaced by a
sequence of (a2i � 1)� 2’s that count towardsn�. Similarly, substituting at an “odd”
position will increase the value:

Lemma 2.

�[1] < �[0],(1)

�[10s2s3 � � � sn] < �[00s2s3 � � � sn] < �[01s2s3 � � � sn],(2)

�[001s3s4 � � � sn] < �[000s3s4 � � � sn] < �[010s3s4 � � � sn].(3)

Moreover,

�[t1 � � � t2n10s1 � � � sn] < �[t1 � � � t2n00s1 � � � sn] < �[t1 � � � t2n01s1 � � � sn]

and

�[t1 � � � t2n+101s1 � � � sn] < �[t1 � � � t2n+100s1 � � � sn] < �[t1 � � � t2n+110s1 � � � sn].

Proof. Equation (1): In this case,p=q = [0, a0] and we are comparing the bound-
ary slope�[1] obtained by a substitution at position 0 with that�[0] obtained by no
substitutions.

Let Æ[0] = n+ � n�. Then

Æ[1] = (n+ � 1)� (n� + a0 � 1)

= n+ � n� � a0< n+ � n�
= Æ[0].
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Equation (2): LetÆ[00s2s3 � � � sn] = n+ � n�. Then

Æ[10s2s3 � � � sn] = n+ � n� � a0< n+ � n� = Æ[00s2s3 � � � sn]

< n+ � n� + a1

= (n+ + a1 � 1)� (n� � 1)

= Æ[01s2s3 � � � sn].

Equation (3): LetÆ[000s3s4 � � � sn] = n+ � n�. Then

Æ[001s3s4 � � � sn] = n+ � n� � a2< n+ � n� = Æ[000s3s4 � � � sn]

< n+ � n� + a1

= (n+ + a1 � 1)� (n� � 1)

= Æ[010s3s4 � � � sn].

The remaining two equations follow since adding the same sequence of substitu-
tions at the beginning of the continued fraction will have a similar effect on all three
of the boundary slopes.

Let p=q = [0, a0, : : : , an] be the simple continued fraction for the knotK = K (p=q)
where 0< p=q < 1. It follows from the lemma that the minimum boundary slope is�[101010� � � ] while the maximum is�[010101� � � ].

Note that these two are indeed boundary slopes; that is, eachterm in the resulting
continued fraction is at least two in absolute value. For example, under the substitution
101010� � � the even position termsa2i of the original simple continued fraction will be
replaced by a sequence of (a2i � 1)� 2’s while the terms in the odd positions will be
augmented in absolute value by at least one. Moreover, this substitution pattern will
result in a continued fraction for which all terms satisfy the pattern [�+�+ � � � ]. So,
if we let n+

1 and n�1 be the numbers used in calculating this boundary slope, we have
n+

1 = 0 while n�1 simply counts the number of terms in the resulting continuedfraction.
Again, as eacha2i is replaced by (a2i � 1) terms and there aredn=2e terms resulting
from the a2i +1’s, we have

n�1 =
ln

2

m
+
bn=2X
i =0

(a2i � 1)

=
ln

2

m� �jn

2

k
+ 1
�

+
bn=2X
i =0

a2i

=
bn=2X
i =0

a2i if n is odd
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= �1 +
bn=2X
i =0

a2i if n is even.

Similarly, for �[010101� � � ], n�2 = 0 and

n+
2 =

b(n�1)=2X
i =0

a2i +1 if n is odd

= 1 +
b(n�1)=2X

i =0

a2i +1 if n is even.

We can now prove that twice the crossing number of a 2-bridge knot K is equal
to the diameter of the boundary slopes.

Theorem 1. For K a 2-bridge knot, D(K ) = 2c(K ).

Proof. Let K be a 2-bridge knot with associated fractionp=q. We may assume
0� p=q < 1. If p=q = 0, thenK is the unknot and the theorem is valid in this case.
So, we will assume 0< p=q < 1.

If [0, a0, : : : , an] = p=q is the simple continued fraction forK , thenc(K ) =
Pn

i =0 ai

(see [1]).
The diameter ofB(K ) is also easy to calculate. If we use then�1 and n+

2 found
above, we getD(K ) = 2n+

2 � 2(n+
0 � n�0 )� (�2n�1 � 2(n+

0 � n�0 )) = 2n+
2 + 2n�1 . At this

point, n�1 and n+
2 may vary depending on whethern is even or odd. However, the

differences cancel each other out in either instance, leaving us with

D(K ) = 2
b(n�1)=2X

i =0

a2i +1 + 2
bn=2X
i =0

a2i

= 2
nX

i =0

ai .

This concludes the proof that 2c(K ) = D(K ).

5. Knots with at most four boundary slopes

In this section we characterize 2-bridge knots with four or fewer boundary slopes.
We will prove Theorem 3 in two steps by first examining knots with at most three
boundary slopes and then those with four boundary slopes.

Theorem 4. Let K = K (p=q) be a 2-bridge knot. If K has only two distinct
boundary slopes, then K is a torus knot. If K has precisely three boundary slopes,
then pj (q � 1) or (q � p) j (q � 1).
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We will break the proof up into several lemmas which taken together imply the
theorem.

In the following, let K = K (p=q) be a 2-bridge knot where 0< p=q < 1, p and
q are relatively prime, andp=q has simple continued fraction [0,a0, a1, : : : , an] with
an > 1. We also assume thatq is odd (otherwisep=q represents a 2-bridge link and
not a knot); although this places constraints on the parity of the ai , we will not men-
tion these constraints explicitly. Unless otherwise stated, “K has n distinct boundary
slopes” should be taken to mean “K has preciselyn distinct boundary slopes”.

Lemma 3. K has two distinct slopes if and only if K is a torus knot.

Proof. We proceed with several cases depending onn, the length of the simple
continued fraction ofp=q. Note that a 2-bridge torus knot will have fractionp=q of
the form 1=q or (q � 1)=q.

CASE 1 (n = 0): p=q = [0, a0] = 1=a0. So, K is a torus knot and, by Lemma 2,
has two distinct boundary slopes�[0] and �[1].

CASE 2 (n = 1): p=q = [0, a0, a1] = a1=(a0a1 + 1). This represents a torus knot
only whena0 = 1 (sincea1 > 1, by assumption). Whena0 = 1, we get two boundary
slopes,�[01] and �[10]; �[00] is not a boundary slope (sinceja0j < 2). Also, this is
a torus knot, sincea1=(a1 + 1) is of the form (q � 1)=q.

CASE 3 (n � 2): As there are at least 3 terms,p=q is not of the form 1=q or
(q� 1)=q and this is not a torus knot. Also, there are at least three distinct boundary
slopes (by Lemma 2):�[1010101� � � ] < �[10010101� � � ] < �[01010101� � � ].

Lemma 4. If n = 1 then pj (q � 1).

Proof. p=q = [0, a0, a1] = a1=(a0a1 + 1). Note thata1 j a0a1 and a0a1 = q� 1.

Lemma 5. If n = 2, then K has three distinct boundary slopes if and only if
either a0 = 1, or else a1 = 1 and a0 = a2.

Proof. By Theorem 2, there are at most five boundary slopes:�[000], �[001],�[010], �[100], and�[101]. Recall that�[S] is a boundary slope only if the substitu-
tion patternS results in a continued fraction with each term at least two inabsolute
value.

()) Assume thata0 > 1 and that eithera1 > 1 or a0 6= a2. By Lemma 2, we
have at least three distinct boundary slopes:�[101], �[100], and�[010]. We will show
that a fourth boundary slope also exists.

CASE 1 (a0 6= a2): In this case,�[001] will be a boundary slope different from�[100]. Indeed, using the proof of Lemma 2,�[001] = �[000] � a2 while �[100] =�[000]� a0. �[001] is also different from�[101] and�[010] (by Lemma 2).
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CASE 2 (a0 = a2 and a1 > 1): Sincea1, a2, a3 > 1, �[000] is a boundary slope.
Further, by Lemma 2, it is different from�[100], and it is also different from�[101]
and �[010].

(()
CASE 1 (a0 = 1): �[000] and �[001] are not boundary slopes, soK has three

distinct boundary slopes.
CASE 2 (a1 = 1 anda0 = a2): �[000], once again, is not a boundary slope. Also,�[100] = �[001] sincea0 = a2. So K has three distinct boundary slopes.

Lemma 6. If n=2 and K has three distinct boundary slopes, then(q� p)j(q�1)
or p j (q + 1).

Proof. SinceK has precisely three boundary slopes, Lemma 5 tells us that either
a0 = 1, or elsea1 = 1 anda0 = a2.

CASE 1 (a0 = 1): [0, 1,a1, a2] = (a1a2 + 1)=(a1a2 + a2 + 1). Thenq � p = a2, so
(q � p) j (q � 1).

CASE 2 (a1 = 1 anda0 = a2): [0, a0, 1, a0] = (a0 + 1)=(a2
0 + 2a0) = (a0 + 1)=((a0 +

1)2 � 1), so, in this case,p j (q + 1).

Lemma 7. If n =3 and K has three distinct boundary slopes, then(q� p) j(q + 1).

Proof. First, we determine the form of the simple continued fraction given that
there are precisely three boundary slopes. Note that, by Lemma 2, there exist at least
four boundary slope continued fractions, obtained from substitution patterns 0101, 0100,
1001, 1010. Also note that�[1000] must not be a boundary slope, since, if it were,
it would be different from�[1010], �[0101], and�[1001], giving us a fourth bound-
ary slope. Similarly,�[0010] cannot exist since it would be different from�[1010],�[0101], and�[0100], also giving us a fourth boundary slope. Therefore, since �[1000]
isn’t a boundary slope,a2 = 1. Similarly, since�[0010] isn’t a boundary slope,a0 = 1.
From this, we can also conclude that�[0000] and�[0001] are not boundary slopes.

Now, we have four boundary slopes:�[1010], �[0101], �[1001], and�[0100]. In
order to have only three distinct boundary slopes, we need two of these to be equal.
By Lemma 2, the only possibility is,�[1001] =�[0100]. Using the proof of Lemma 2,
we have�[0100] = �[0000] +a1 and �[1001] = �[0000] +a3 � a0. Thus, a3 = a1 + a0

and, sincea0 = 1, we havea3 = a1 + 1.
So, the simple continued fraction must be of the form [0, 1,a, 1, a + 1] = (a2 +

3a + 1)=(a2 + 4a + 3) = (a2 + 3a + 1)=((a + 2)2 � 1). Then, q � p = a + 2, and so
(q � p) j (q + 1).

Lemma 8. If n � 4, then K has at least four distinct boundary slopes.
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Proof. Whenn = 4, by Lemma 2, the four boundary slopes�[10101], �[01010],�[10010], and�[10100] are all distinct. Ifn> 4, by appending 101010� � � or 010101� � �
to the patterns forn = 4, we will have still have at least four distinct boundary slopes.

Theorem 4 is now proved.
Next, we investigate knots with four boundary slopes.

Theorem 5. Let K = K (p=q) be a2-bridge knot. If K has precisely four bound-
ary slopes, then one of the following holds: p j (q + 1), (q � p) j (q + 1), (p� 1) j q,
or (q � p� 1) j q.

Proof. As the argument is quite similar to that of Theorem 4, we will only give
an outline. A knot with four boundary slopes must have 2� n � 5.

If n = 2, there are two ways to obtain exactly four boundary slopes. Simple con-
tinued fractions of the form [0,a, b, a] with a, b both odd and greater than one result
in a fraction p=q with (p + 1) j q. (Note that the condition on the parity ofa and b
ensures thatp=q has odd denominator and, therefore, represents a knot rather than a
link.) Those of the form [0,a, 1,b] with a, b> 1, a 6= b, anda, b not both even yield
p j (q + 1).

If n = 3, there are four types of simple continued fractions that result in exactly
four boundary slopes. Ifp=q = [0,a+1,a, 1,a] with a> 1 even, then (p+1) j q. When
p=q = [0, 1,a, 1,b] with b> 1 and eithera even orb odd, we have (q� p) j (q+1). The
case thatp=q = [0, 1,a, b, a + 1] with a even andb � 3 odd, results in (q� p + 1) j q.
Finally, if p=q = [0, a, 1, a, a + 1] with a even, then (p� 1) j q.

Whenn = 4, there is one way for a two bridge knot to have exactly four boundary
slopes, namely [0, 1,a,a, 1,a] with a> 1 even. In this case, (q� p+1) j q. Finally, the
only two bridge knot with a simple continued fraction of length n = 5 having exactly
four boundary slopes is 13=21 = [0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2].

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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